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ABSTRACT 
The n x n doubly stochastic matrices A,B form a permunentul pair if the 
permanent of every convex linear combination AA + (1 - h)B (0 < X < 1) is indepen- 
dent of A; A, B are called mates. In this article we show that the direct sum of any 
number, k, of matrices h (of varying individual dimension) cannot have a mate. Here 
J, is the n, Xn, matrix with every entry equal to l/t+; Zni=n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For an n X n matrix A = (a& the permanent of A is defined by perA = 
zX== laiO(ip where the summation extends over all permutations u of 
{l,%..., n}. An n X n matrix with nonnegative real entries is called doubly 
stochastic (d.s.) if each row sum and column sum is unity. We denote by S& 
the set of all n X n d.s. matrices, and by I,,, the n X n d.s. matrix with every 
entry equal to l/n. In [3], Wang defined a permanental pair (p.p.) of d.s. 
matrices A,B (A #B) by the condition: per&4 + (1 - A)B] is constant as A 
varies, 0 < h < 1. He observed that a permutation matrix can not form a p.p. 
with any d.s. matrix, and noted that 1, does not form a p.p. with any d.s. 
matrix. The question was asked: Are these the only d.s. matrices with this 
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property? In this paper we answer the question in the negative by showing 
that the earlier examples may be generalized. We first introduce the follow- 
ing definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Given A E a,,, a matrix B E& is called a (permanen- 
tal) mate of A if A and B form a p.p. That is, B is a mate of A if A #B and 
per[hA+(l-h)B] is constant, 0 < X < 1. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A,B ES&, be such that per[AA+(l-X)B]=q for hE 
[O,l], where q is a constant independent of X. Then in the expression 
per[XA+(l-A)B] = 2 A”-‘(l-A)‘xi, 
i=O 
the coefficient.s xi are given by 
x,=q 7, ( > 
i=O,l n. >***, 
Proof. The result follows from the relations 
per[XA+(l-h)B] = q = q[X+(l-X)]” 
= q izo( ~)A”-‘(l-h)‘. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Marcus and Newman) [l, Lemma 51. Zf B EL!,, Z3#.l, and 
B is in a sufficiently small neighborhood of J,,, then perB >per.l,,. 
We are now in a position to prove our main result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A=J,,03.1np@~*~ @I% EC&, where n=n,+n, 
+ . . . + n,. Then A has rw mate. 
Proof. Suppose B E fit, such that per[hA + (1 - X) B] is independent of A, 
O<h<l. Then per[XA+(l-h)B]=perA=@_,n,!/n;l for A~[0,1]. By 
Lemma 2.1 we see that the coefficient of A”- ‘(1 -A) in the expansion of 
per[XA+(l-X)B] is x,=nperA. On the other hand, ~,=I:~,~b,perA,, 
where Air denotes the submatrix obtained from A by striking out row i and 
column j. One easily calculates that perAj =0 if aii =O. Thus X1 = 
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~(@,~n~!/n~‘+), where s =ZtS1si, and where sj is the sum of the entries of B 
that lie in the positions occupied by J, in A. If si <nj for any i, then 
x1 <r~lI:,,n~!/fl,‘+ = nperA, a contradiction. Hence si =ni for all i = 
1,2,..., k. This clearly implies that each row sum and column sum in every 
block of B is 1. It follows that B = B, Cl3 B,@. + . @Bk, where Bi is ni X q, 
i=l2 , , . . . , k. From this we get the following equation: 
I! per[hJ,,,+(l-A)Bi]= iI?l $, 
i-l 
which holds for all X E[O, 11. In particular, (1) holds for all X near 1. 
However, by Lemma 2.2, per[X&,+(l -X)BJ >n,!/n,” if hJ,+ +(l--X)B,#J, 
and if A is sufficiently near 1. Since Bi #I,+ implies X In, + (1 - X) Bi #I, for all 
X# 1, we would get a contradiction to (1) if Bi #J, for some i. Therefore 
Bi = J,+ for all i, and B = A. This completes the proof. n 
Since a matrix A has a mate B if and only if PBQ is a mate of PAQ for all 
permutation matrices P and Q, the next corollary follows. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Zf ads. matrixA has theform P(J,,,@J,2C13... @J,,)Q 
where P and Q are pemutation matrices, then A has no mate. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We do not know whether for n > 3 there are other d.s. matrices that have 
no mate. In this direction, we can show that the 3X3 d.s. matrix [$, ?j; $, $1 
@[I] does not have a symmetric mate. In the opposite direction, it will be 
interesting to find d.s. matrices with a plethora of mates. 
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